7. Final Assembly and Test

MAGNETIC COMPASS MkII

Push the magnetised pointer onto the
compass Card (the blank end of the bearing goes through the centre hole from the
back of the card) so that the pointer lines
up with the N-S marks on the card. Gently
place the bearing onto the pin. Allow the
pointer to settle, and then check whether
North on your compass points North by
comparing it with another compass
supplied by the Tutor

INSTRUCTIONS
1. The Finished Compass
The model should look like this when it is finished. The different sub-assemblies are
shown in the separate picture.

NOTE : When doing this always make
sure your compass is not anywhere near
anything made of or including steel or iron
for example school desk. If your compass
is pointing South, simply turn the pointer
round by 180 degrees. When you have
the pointer correctly positioned, glue the
compass card to the pointer and gently
place the bearing back on the pin. Finally,
fit the compass lid making sure the card
and bearing assembly are still free to spin
and point North.

8. Tools required

Pointer

PVA or an approved quick-setting glue
Pencil
Scissors
Protractor

Blutak
Ruler
Small pliers
Pair of Geometric Compasses

Aluminimum
Case

Brass
Bearing
Plastic Base

9. Topics Learned
Magnetism
Points of the Compass
Geometry

The Earth’s Magnetic field
Friction
Measurement of Angles

This is an Education Kit – not a Toy.
It requires adult supervision during construction.
The Kit contains small parts and is NOT suitable for children under 8yrs of age.
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2. Parts List
Check that you have the parts and put a tick in the column by each part.
Check

5. Fitting the Brass Bearing
Push the Bearing into the Pointer, using a
small amount of glue to hold it in place.
Ensure that the bearing is sitting square
and vertical on the Needle and put the
assembly aside to let the glue set. Check
that no glue gets into the hole in the
Bearing and that it spins freely on the
Needle when the glue is set.

Description

Number

1

Aluminium Case

1

2

Aluminium Lid

1

3

Plastic Base

1

4

Pointer

1

5

Brass Bearing

1

6. Making the Compass Card

6

Needle (map pin)

1

(see Tutor notes for other methods)

7

Magnet

1

8

Compass Card

1

3. Fitting the Needle (Map pin)
Push the needle into the hole in the plastic base, round end first, using a pair of
pliers. Roll a small piece of Blutack into a
sausage shape and push it in to the hole
packing it in to support the pin (take care
not to prick your finger on the pin). Adjust
the pin so that it is perpendicular to the
base. Also ensure that when the base is
placed in the Aluminium case there is
sufficient clearance when the Brass
Bearing is mounted on the needle point
and the lid is fitted, that it does not foul
the Bearing.

i. Using Geometric Compasses
Construction method is illustrated in the
middle two diagrams on the right of the
page.
ii. Using a Protractor
a) With a pencil and ruler lightly draw a
line in the centre of the card by laying the
ruler between 2 opposite diagonal corners
of the card. Repeat using the 2 other diagonal corners, where the lines cross is the
centre of the card.

When the pin is secure in the position drop
a spot of glue from the underside of the
base on to the round end of the pin to fix it
in to position– then let the glue set.

4. Magnetise the Pointer
Mark one end of the pointer with a felt tip
pen. Magnetise the pointer by stroking
one side with the magnet at least 30
times in one direction starting at the
marked end. The stroking motion must
be: magnet on one end of the pointer,
stroke magnet to the other end, lift the
magnet well off the pointer, return magnet to start point, repeat at least 30 times.
Ensure you always use the same pole
end of the magnet when stroking.

b) With the point of the compasses on the
centre lightly draw a circle 60mm diameter
(30mm radius). Then draw a line from one
edge of the circumference of the circle
through the centre of the other.
c) Now lay the base line of the protractor
on this line with the intersection of the 90
degree line on the centre of the circle and
mark off the 90 degree and 45 degrees on
either side of the 90. Repeat on the other
half of the diagram.
d) Now join up these marked points
through the centre of the circle. Scribe
another circle 45mm diameter (22.5mm
radius) concentric with the other circle and
this will be the outline of your compass
card and write N, S, E, W, NE, SE, SW,
NW on the line of the card just inside this
circle and cut out exactly.

